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A b s t r a c t  

Systematic and rigorous validation carried out during entire process of development of a software 
intensive system can significantly reduce total costs and time to market and improve the quality of the 
system. In context of developing object-oriented systems (OOSs) information relevant to validation can 
be derived from early UML models. The paper presents next results of the work on a novel approach to 
generation of test scenarios from UML models for validation of OOSs against specification requirements. 
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S t r e s z c z e n i e  

Systematyczna walidacja, prowadzona w trakcie projektowania systemu informatycznego, może 
w znaczący sposób zredukować czas oczekiwania na produkt i poprawić jego jakość. W kontekście 
projektowania systemów obiektowych, informacje istotne dla walidacji mogą być uzyskane na postawie 
modeli UML. W tym artykule zaprezentowano kontynuację prac nad nową metodą generacji scenariuszy 
testowych do walidacji systemów obiektowych na podstawie modeli UML. 
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Designation 

OOS – Object Oriented System 
ONM – Object Net Model 
Oj – jth object modeled within ONM 
iTPj – ith test path for object Oj 
iTSj – ith test scenario for object Oj 
evj – ith event of a test path 
pre-confj – pre-configuration of evi 
post-confj – post-cofiguration of evi 
valj – input or output data of evi 
c-class – equivalence class for configurations of an object 
d-class – equivalence class for input and output data of an event 

1. Introduction 

A widely accepted standard that assists developing object-oriented systems (OOSs) is 
the Unified Modeling Language. “The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a graphical 
language for visualizing, specifying, constructing, and documenting the artifacts of 
a software-intensive system. The UML offers a standard way to write a system's blueprints, 
including conceptual things such as business processes and system functions as well as 
concrete things such as programming language statements, database schemas, and reusable 
software components” [31]. UML makes it possible to describe various aspects of a system. 
These can be sized into five fundamental views: use case, process, design, implementation 
and deployment. The views are interrelated and cover almost whole development of 
a system. However, under development a system should be carefully validated and tested. 
Before the beginning of the implementation a system should be validated against 
specification requirements to check whether or not “a proper system is to be designed”. 
Under implementation a system should be tested to answer the question whether or not its 
implementation meets its specification.  

A system is valid if its specification correctly expresses all business requirements of 
a user. Animation of the specification can be used to check its correctness [9]. This requires 
human assistance to evaluate results of the animation, but still it can be executed with the 
help of test scenarios. Being certain that the specification meets user requirements, the 
validation of a system at any development stage can be done with regard to that 
specification. To this end simulation of the system and its models may be used [19]. 

A new method of a semi-automatic generation of test paths supporting validation of 
OOSs was introduced in [25]. The method focused on objects appearing in an OOS and on 
their interactions. As the objects execute all operations of the system, they can be seen as 
subsystems with their own attributes and operations. To validate the system the subsystems 
and their interactions are validated. In [25] an Object Net Model (ONM) and its application 
for generation of test paths were presented. The test paths represent behaviors of the objects 
that ought to be checked during a validation. The test paths ought to be transformed into 
test scenarios to be directly applied for validation. The aim of this paper is to outline the 
transformation process.  
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly discuss related work. Section 
3 states the problem. Section 4 gives an overview of the method and sections 5 describes 
the main steps of obtaining test scenarios from test paths. The paper ends with conclusions. 

2. Previous work 

In recent years many researchers have turned their attention to various UML models as 
a potential source of information for generating test cases supporting validation or testing 
of OOSs. Most of these researchers have focused on testing what is concerned only fully 
implemented units or implemented and integrated systems. Only a few have dealt with 
validation.  

Generally the following three levels of OOS testing may be distinguished: unit level, 
integration level and system level. 

At the unit level a behavior of individual instances of classes is tested. Usually UML 
state diagram is used to this end. The diagram describes states of an object and transitions 
between the states, including hierarchy and conditions. Thus, it shows how external events 
affect the behavior of the object. The method presented by Abdurazik and Offutt [1] 
consists in transformation of UML state diagrams into state transition tables, enumeration 
of transition predicates and deduction of test cases satisfying various coverage criteria. An 
extension to their work, which supports handling of call and signal events and four types of 
actions, was provided by Briand et al. [5]. Kim et al. [17] converted UML state diagrams 
into Extended Finite Machines (EFMs) and Flow Graphs, and then applied conventional 
FSM traversing algorithms and data analysis techniques. EFMs obtained from UML state 
diagrams were intermediate models proposed also by Ma et al. [18]. They applied branch 
cutting method to traverse them. Test cases developed according to the method are 
supposed to reveal requirement faults and functional defects in components. Sequence 
diagrams were also processed in order to generate tests being adequate for class testing, 
although not as often as state diagrams. Javed et al. [16] described a method that consists in 
manual development of so called SMC model (Sequence of Method Calls) from sequence 
diagrams, and its progressive transformations accordingly to a set of rules. The final 
product was a platform-specific set of test cases to be used within JUnit or SUnit testing 
framework. An approach that considered both UML state diagrams and sequence diagrams 
was proposed by Sokenou [27]. Each sequence diagram was considered to be a set of test 
cases, and the state diagrams attached to it provided states information for participating 
objects. Generated test cases may be used for class, as well as for integration testing.  

Integration level testing concerns interaction between objects previously implemented 
and tested independently. Objects interact with each other using method calls and signal 
passing. Hence, UML interaction diagrams (sequence or collaboration) were the main, but 
often not the only one, artifacts used in approaches aiming at generation of integration tests. 
Abdurazik and Offutt [2] derived such tests by applying traditional control and data flow 
analysis to collaboration diagrams. Fraikin and Leonhardt [10] used a restricted form of 
sequence diagrams complemented by test data (parameters and return values for method 
calls) as a test specification for Java programs. In works by Pelliccione et al. [22] and Ali  
et al. [3] collaboration diagrams and UML state diagrams were combined to generate test 
cases. Pelliccione et al. [22] used collaboration diagrams to describe test directives and state 
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diagrams to describe behavior of objects. Ali et al. [3] mapped both diagrams into a model 
called SCOTEM (State COllaboration TEst Model) that was traversed to derive test paths 
(later supplemented manually with selected test data). The results of experimental 
evaluation of their method showed that it ensures high fault detection for certain classes of 
faults (also defined in this work).   

At the system level testing consists in comparing an implementation of a system with its 
specification. In published papers the methods of test generation were based on various 
UML diagrams. Use case diagrams were used by Salem and Balasubramaniam [24] and by 
Hartmann et al. [14]. Both approaches shared the idea of transforming use cases scenarios 
into state diagrams, activity diagrams [14] or a Flow Graph [24] which were used as base 
artifacts for derivation of test cases. Unfortunately, these scenarios were represented in 
a textual form, and their transformation required manual processing. However, use case 
diagrams give a general overview of a functionality of the system, and thus they are a good 
source of information being useful at high level testing and validation. The lack of 
formality can be overcome by merging the information with the ones coming from other 
types of UML diagrams. Briand and Labiche [6] described the TOTEM methodology for 
deriving functional system test requirements from use case diagrams and sequence 
diagrams associated with them. At first, sequential dependencies among use cases were 
captured in a form of activity diagrams, and then legal sequences of use cases were 
generated. Obtained sequences were the first component of a test plan. The next component 
was a collection of operation sequences identified on the basis of sequence diagrams. To 
define the collection various sequences of messages were considered. Finally, both 
components were combined together to form test requirements scenarios that could be 
transformed into test cases, test oracles, and test drivers if detailed design information were 
available. Also Sarma and Mall [26] proposed an approach that integrates use case 
diagrams and sequence diagrams. It consisted in transforming use case diagram into a Use 
case Diagram Graph (UDG) and sequence diagrams into a Sequence Diagram Graphs 
(SDGs). Nodes of SDGs represented messages together with their corresponding objects 
and they stored information regarding them, such as attributes of objects, parameters of 
methods and predicates. Eventually, SDGs were integrated into UDG to form a single 
system testing graph (STG). The STG was then traversed to enumerate paths, which 
constituted test cases. Generated tests are suitable for detection of use case dependency, 
interaction and scenario faults. However, only a restricted form of sequence diagrams is 
accepted. An approach of Riebisch et al. [23] was based on use cases refined by state 
diagrams that describe the entire system (not individual objects). State diagrams were 
transformed into usage models which describe system behavior and usage. Obtained usage 
model served as an input for test cases derivation. Information concerning operational 
(intended) use of a system, stored within this model, helped to determine which parts of the 
system may need the most thoroughness testing, and thus it helped to select an adequate set 
of test cases. However, this approach aims at statistical testing rather than at fault detection. 
Hyungchoul et al. [13] presented a method that uses only activity diagrams. An ordinary 
activity diagram was converted into an I/O Activity Diagram (IOAD), which exposed only 
external inputs and outputs of a system. From IODA a directed graph was constructed to 
extract test cases. To increase efficiency of system testing the test cases were derived 
accordingly to all-paths coverage criterion.  
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Validation is “the process of evaluating system or component during or at the end of the 
development process to determine whether a system or component satisfies specified 
requirements” [30]. Methods on validating class diagrams against requirements expressed 
in Object Constraints Language (OCL) [29] were presented by M. Clavel and M. Egea [7] 
or by M. Gogolla et al. [11]. Both works shared the idea of using so called snapshots and 
checking if they satisfy the defined invariants. An approach by F. Javed et al. [15] was also 
dedicated to validation of class diagrams and used snapshots, but it involved converting 
UML representations into an equivalent grammar and parsing manually provided scenarios. 
An approach dedicated to validation of design models was presented by Dinh-Trong et al. 
[8]. It used sequence diagrams and class diagram. Relevant information from both types of 
the diagrams was incorporated into a Variable Assignment Graph (VAG). Symbolic 
execution techniques were then applied to it to derive test input constraints which were 
solved by constraint solver Alloy. It results in an expected set of test cases that are suitable 
for detecting faults commonly introduced by designers (missing branch, faulty condition, 
wrong references to parent classes, etc.). Pilskalns and Andrews [21] also used information 
derived from sequence and class diagrams to validate UML models. Sequence diagrams 
were converted into Object Method Directed Acyclic Graphs (OMDAGs), and a class 
diagram was used to define partitions and boundaries for attributes and method parameters. 
Test sequences were then derived by traversing paths in OMDAGs and supplementing the 
paths with values selected from partitions. Detailed information referring to the generated 
sequences was recorded in an Object Method Execution Table (OMET). The resultant test 
can reveal some structural and logical errors across various UML models. However, the 
methods were either limited to validation of selected models only or focused more on 
checking consistency of different models rather than on checking these models against 
requirements. A formal method supporting validation of a specification against user 
requirements was proposed by Truong and Souquieres [28]. They transformed class and 
sequence diagrams (describing scenarios) into B specification and then checked it relatively 
to defined properties. Only safety and liveness properties were considered in their work. 
This alone may not be enough to validate all behavioral aspects of a system. In [12] Hesling 
et al. introduced a technique that uses reverse engineering to convert test specification into 
a use case model. Test cases re-generated from the model were shown as activity diagrams 
where activities represented test steps (annotated with information relating them to various 
test data). Such test cases are easier to review than the test specification itself. However, as 
they were based on a test specification instead of a requirements specification, they may not 
exactly reflect required functionality of a system.  

3. Problem Statement 

Active elements of an OOS are objects. They cooperate with each other by exchanging 
messages. An event occurs when an object receives or sends a message. An object reacts on 
a received (an observed) event by activating one from provided services and by sending 
(generating) an event (Fig. 1). It is assumed here that an internal component of an object 
(an implementation of an object) is not known. 
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Fig. 1. Architecture of an object 

Rys. 1. Architektura obiektu 

Behavior of an OOS is a product of behaviors of all objects belonging to the system. 
Hence, the validation of the objects and their interactions is equivalent to the validation of 
the system. An OOS is valid if all its objects and their interactions are valid. 

For validation of interacting objects their behavior in real environment should be 
simulated. This can be done at object level (as an Object Net Model – ONM) because there 
is no limit on the type and the number of exchanged messages. Contrary to hardware 
systems there are no extra “wires” between objects imitating actual wires connecting 
hardware modules that should be tested at system level. This guarantees that any event 
observed by the validated object will be correctly passed to it when required.  

Each object within an ONM is modeled in a way that indicates how the object 
cooperates with other objects of OOS. Hence, the objects may be considered separately 
without losing the ability to validate also their interaction. Test scenarios can be used for 
validation of the interacting objects. A test scenario consists of a sequence of events 
received and sent by an object and of test data (values assigned to attributes of the object 
and values assigned to parameters of the events). To validate the objects one set of test 
scenarios for each of them is needed. Each of the sets should be complete and reduced. 
A set is complete when it includes test scenarios triggering each of the events observed by 
an object at least ones and produces each of the events generated by the object at least once. 
Such a set encompass all of the events necessary to determine if the object meets 
specification requirements. A set is reduced if the total length of all test scenarios is 
minimal or semi-minimal.  

The aim of our research is to provide a method for semi-automatic generation of 
complete and reduced sets of test scenarios for all objects of a system, thus for the 
validation of the system against specification requirements. The method is based on UML 
models of a system which are worked out during elaboration of user requirements and 
requirements analysis that is at the very beginning of the development of the system. Use 
case diagrams, classes, object diagrams, and sequence diagrams are used for generation of 
test paths. Then, class diagrams are applied for supplementing the test paths with 
appropriate test data.  

4. The Method Overview 

The method consists of the following three stages (Fig. 2): 
– development of ONM,  
– generation and reduction of test paths [25],  
– transformation of test paths into test scenarios (section 5).  
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At the very beginning of Stage 1 (Fig. 2) classes and object diagrams are analyzed to 
enumerate objects. Classes provide one representative object for each class. Object 
diagrams, if any, provide specific objects that differ from typical instances of the classes. 
All of them complete a set of objects that should be validated. Then Object Net Model 
(ONM) for the system is created. It consists of net models (subONMs), each representing 
complete behavior of one of the enumerated objects. The subONMs are developed basing 
on information extracted from sequence diagrams and use case diagram. Sequence 
diagrams provide sequences of events affecting each object. Use case diagram reveals 
relationships among services provided by the system to its users and hence points out 
connections between sequences of events related to different use cases. This helps to 
assemble the subONMs. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Overview of the method 

Rys. 2. Zarys metody 

To validate an interacting object it is required that: 
1) each event observed by the object will be triggered at least once,  
2) each event generated by the object will be produced at least once during the simulation 

(or animation). 
In Stage 2 (Fig. 2) ONM is analyzed to generate one set of test paths for every object of 

the system. A test path includes a sequence of events that shows what an object does when 
it participates in execution of system functions. A set of test paths for a given object is 
obtained in two steps. Both steps include procedures that help to reduce the size of the 
resultant sets of test paths. At the same time, the approach guaranties that all different 
events affecting the behavior of each object are represented by the test paths.  

In Stage 3 (Fig. 2) each test path is transformed into a test scenario. To this end, events 
labeling edges of each test path are supplemented with test data. Test data consists of values 
assigned to attributes of an object and values assigned to parameters of events. Values of 
attributes determine configurations, in which an object should be to enable triggering of 
given events. Values of parameters determine input and output data for testing. The domain 
of test data is restricted by a class diagram. However, application of an exhaustive 
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validation would be inadequate, because in general the number of possible test data can be 
infinitive. Therefore, first the domains of configurations and input and output data are 
divided into finite sets of equivalence classes [19]. Two configurations or two input and 
output data belong to one equivalence class iff both can validate the same functionality of 
an object. The equivalence classes should be defined by a test designer.  

After partitioning test data into equivalence classes, each test path is traversed and 
selected equivalence classes are assigned to its events. The aim of this step is to determine 
what kinds of configurations and input and output data are required to enable and trigger 
functionalities of the object that are represented by each test path. Then, during the second 
traversing of test paths, appropriate test data representing the equivalence classes are 
selected for events of the test paths. Assignment of equivalence classes and test data is 
performed semi-automatically. The assignment of proper test data guaranties that each 
event will appear when the test scenarios will be applied. Hence, the last two stages ensure 
fulfillment of the requirements 1 and 2.  

5. Generation of test scenarios 

A test scenario iTSj for an object Oj is a sequence of quadruples:  

 ({pre-conf1, ev1, (val1, val2, ..., vall), post-conf1},  

 {pre-conf2, ev2, (val1, val2, ..., valk), post-conf2}…,  

 {pre-confi, evi, (val1, val2, ..., vall), post-confi},  

 {pre-confi+1, evi+1, (val1, val2, ...), post-confi+1},…,  

 {pre-confm, evm, (val1, val2, …, vall), post-confm}),  

where  
– evi is an event observed or generated by Oj,  
– val1, val2, ..., vall are input data (passed to Oj) or output data (passed by Oj) assigned to 

parameters of evi, and  
pre-confi and post-confi are configurations of Oj before and after it receives or generates evi.  
For every two subsequent events, evi and evi+1, post-confi and pre-confi+1 are the same 
because configuration of an object can be changed only when an event occurred. 

Test scenarios for objects of OOS are obtained from test paths, generated previously for 
these objects as described in [25]. A test path iTPj generated for object Oj shows how the 
object behaves (in terms of events observed and generated by Oj) when a particular system 
functionalities are executed. Such test path is a path derived from the subONMj which 
defines the behavior of Oj. It consists of edges and links. Edges of iTPj represent events 
observed and generated by Oj. As an event occurs when an object receives or sends 
a message, the description of the event refers to the description of the message. Thus, an 
event of the test path is described by: a name and parameters of the corresponding message, 
(usually also the method), a type (call, ret, etc.), a direction (in when the event refers to 
a received message, out when it refers to a sent message, and out-in for self messages), and 
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a name of the sender or receiver (an object sending or receiving the message). A label of 
the edge may also include a guard condition for an event. Links of the test path reflect 
connections between different system services and they are labeled with pre- and post-
conditions defined for the services [25]. Table 3 includes a description of test path 1TP3 
generated for object O3 (an instance of class EC from the class diagram in Fig. 3). The 1st 
column of the table lists edges and links of the test path, the 2nd column describes events 
labeling the edges and the 3th column gives the guard conditions of the events or conditions 
assigned to links of 1TP3 (compare with Fig. 5 in [25]).  

The transformation of a test path into a test scenario consists of two steps:  
– an assignment of equivalence classes to events of the test path,  
– an assignment of test data to the events. 

Equivalence classes define what kind of configurations and input and output data are 
needed to enable and trigger particular sequence of functionalities. Thus, the aim of the first 
step is to select equivalence classes that define the range of proper test data for each 
subsequent event of a test path representing these functionalities. The information is used in 
the second step to aid a selection of the actual test data.  

Configurations of all objects and input and output data for all events should be 
partitioned into their respective equivalence classes before the transformation of any test 
path begins. It is due to the fact that events tackled by a given object refer to methods of the 
object as well as to method of other objects.  

5.1. Test data partitioning 

Equivalence classes are defined manually basing on a class diagram determining 
domains of attributes and of parameters of methods, constraints imposed on the class 
diagram, and on a general knowledge of the system being designed. Fig. 3 shows a part of 
a simple class diagram (for a simplified elevator system). It includes only classes and 
constraints that were used to explain how to transform test path 1TP3 into test scenario 1TS3.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Class diagram and its constraints 

Rys. 3. Diagram klas i nałożone na niego ograniczenia 

The constraints should include:  
– invariants related to attributes and associations,  
– pre- and post-conditions of methods,  
– in-assignment and out-assignment defined for methods.  
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It is here assumed that an attribute and a parameter having the same name will pass their 
values to each other when a method is invoked or terminated (a default assignment). 
Otherwise it is necessary to define explicit how invoking and terminating methods change 
values of attributes of an object and values of parameters of the methods. The in- and  
out-assignment clauses are used to this aim. For example, when the method 
requestLiftAt(No:int):void (Fig. 3) is invoked it should change values of two attributes of 
O3: No and request. The value of parameter No, that is passed by the method to O3 will be 
assigned to the attribute No (a default assignmemts). The expected change for attribute 
request is defined within the in-assignment clause related to the method. 

Test data consists of two components: configurations of objects and input and output 
data of events. Therefore, two types of equivalence classes are introduced:  
– c-classes – equivalence classes for configurations of objects,   
– d-classes – equivalence classes for input and/or output data of events. 

Configurations of an object Oj are determined by values of its attributes. The 
configurations are partitioned into a set of disjunctive c-classes: {c-class1, …, c-classl, …, 
c-classn}, such that c-classl = {(va1, ..., vam) | vai ∈ sub-domk(ai) & va1~...~vam}, where vai 
denotes a symbolic value of attribute ai, ~ denotes relation between these values and  
sub-domk(ai) is a subdomian of ai.  

Table 1 shows the domains and sub-domains defined for attributes of O3 and Table 2 
lists the c-classes identified for the object.  

T a b l e  1 

Domains and sub-domains for attributes of O3 (instance of EC) 

ai dom(ai) sub-dom1(ai), …, sub-domk(ai) 
No {u} ∪ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}  {u},{0, 1, 2, 3, 4} 
floorNo {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} 
request {false, true} {false}, {true} 

T a b l e  2 

Equivalence classes for configurations of O3 (instance of EC) 

c-classi definition of c-classi 
c-class1 {(vNo, vfloorNo, vrequest) | vNo ∈ sub-dom1(No) & vfloorNo ∈ sub-dom1(floorNo) & 

vrequest ∈ sub-dom1(request)} 
c-class2 {(vNo, vfloorNo, vrequest) | vNo ∈ sub-dom1(No) & vfloorNo ∈ sub-dom1(floorNo) & 

vrequest ∈ sub-dom2(request)} 
c-class3 {(vNo, vfloorNo, vrequest) | vNo ∈ sub-dom2(No) & vfloorNo ∈ sub-dom1(floorNo) & 

vNo = vfloorNo & vrequest ∈ sub-dom2(request)} 
c-class4 {(vNo, vfloorNo, vrequest) | vNo ∈ sub-dom2(No) & vfloorNo ∈ sub-dom1(floorNo) & 

vNo < vfloorNo & vrequest ∈ sub-dom2(request)} 
c-class5 {(vNo, vfloorNo, vrequest) | vNo ∈ sub-dom2(No) & vfloorNo ∈ sub-dom1(floorNo) & 

vNo > vfloorNo & vrequest ∈ sub-dom2(request)} 
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Each event evi is related to some method mi, because it occurs when the method is 
either invoked or terminated. Hence, the input and output data of evi are also the input and 
output data of the related method mi and are determined by values of parameters of the 
method. The input and output data of evi (mi) are partitioned into one set of disjunctive  
d-classes {d-class1, …, d-classl, …, d-classm}. A d-class is defined in the same manner as 
a c-class, but the definition refers to domains and values of parameters of a method. 

5.2. Assignment of equivalence classes 

Each test path iTPj describes some behavior of Oj by showing events involved in 
execution of functionalities related to the behavior. The equivalence classes are selected 
and assigned to the events to determine what kind of test data will guarantee their 
triggering.  

To adhere to the definition of a test path, three equivalence classes are assigned to each 
event evi labeling an edge of iTPj: 
– c-classk/pre – a c-class that will provide pre-confi for evi, 
– c-classj/post – a c-class that will provide post-confi for evi, and 
– d-class/ – a d-class that will provide input or output data for evi  

The equivalence classes extend labels of nodes and edges of iTPj, as shown in Figure 4.  
 

 

Fig. 4. Assignment of equivalency classes to evi labeling an edge (i, j) 
Rys. 4. Sposób przypisania klas równoważności do zdarzenia evi krawędzi (i, j) 

The equivalence classes are selected and assigned to events of a test path during 
a traversing of the test path. The final result of the assignment is one equivalence class of 
each kind assigned to each event of the test path, but during the execution of the selection 
procedure subsets of equivalence classes may be temporary assigned to the events.  

The selection of c-class/pre, d-class/ and c-class/post for event evi is aided by analyzing 
the following information:  
– guard condition of evi (if any), 
– condition assigned to a link, if the edge labeled by evi follows or precedes the link,  
– pre-conditions or post-conditions of a method related to evi, 
– default assignment and in-assignments or out-assignments of the related method,  
– preceding equivalence class. 

Different combinations of the above information are used when a particular equivalence 
class is selected. It depends on the type (call, return, etc.) and direction (in, out, out-in) of 
the considered event and on the kind of the currently selected equivalence class  
(c-class/pre, c-class/post or d-class). For example, c-class/pre assigned to event 
in(FButton)call:requestLiftAt(No) should satisfy the conditions labeling link (NULL, 
3.1.0), the d-class should also satisfy the pre-conditions of requestLiftAt(No:int):void, and 
the c-classes/post for the event was selected basing on in-assignment and default 
assignment of the related method.  
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C-classes/pre selected for an event evi and c-classes/post selected for the preceding 
event evi–1 should be the same (it results from the definition of a test scenario). To ensure 
fulfillment of the requirements the subset of c-classes/post of evi–1 (the preceding 
equivalence class) is compared with the subset of c-classes/pre selected for evi and if they 
are different their intersection is assigned to both events. Moreover, when the former 
equivalence class was restricted, it is also possible to start a recursive refinement of earlier 
assignments. For example, the comparison made after selecting the c-class/pre for event 
out(Door)call:open() makes it possible to removed two c-classes (the crossed ones) from 
the subset of c-classes/post assigned previously to the event in (ELight)ret: switchON:ON) 
and start the recursive refinement that lets also the subset of c-classes/post assigned to 
requestLiftAt(No:int):void be further restricted.  

Table 3 summarizes the assignments done for 1TP3. Some verses of the table were 
removed as their content brings nothing of importance to the way equivalence classes are 
selected. The first three columns of the Table describe the test path. Additionally, in the 3th 
column, relevant constraints defined for methods related to the events are given. The last 
two columns show the results. Most of the c-classes were selected automatically. The 
crossed ones were first selected and then removed as the result of the recursive refinement. 
Only the underlined c-classes were selected manually. Selection of d-classes for all events 
is here unambiguous and in most cases the d-classes do not contribute when selecting  
c-classes. Hence, they are not shown in Table 3.  

T a b l e  3 

Assignment of equivalence classes for events of 1TP3 

(i, j) evi 
conditions and 

constraints /pre /post 

(NULL, 
3.1.0) – EC.No = u & 

EC.request = false   

(3.1.0, 3.1.1) in (FButton)call: 
requestLiftAt(No) 

pre: No≥0 & No≤4 
in-assign: 

EC.request=true 
c-class1 

c-class3, c-class4, 
c-class5 

(3.1.1, 3.1.2) out (ELight)call: 
switchON()  c-class3,  

c-class4, c-class5

c-class3, c-class4, 
c-class5 

(3.1.2, 3.1.3) in (ELight)ret: 
switchON:ON  c-class3,  

c-class4, c-class5

c-class3, c-class4, 
c-class5 

(3.1.3, 3.1.4) out (Door)call: 
open() EC.No=EC.floorNo c-class3 c-class3 

(3.1.4, 3.1.5) in (Door)ret: 
open:opened  c-class3 c-class3 

(3.1.5, 3.1.6) out (FButton)ret: 
requestLiftAt: out-assign: EC.No=u c-class3 c-class2 

(3.1.6, 3.2.0) - EC.No = u & 
EC.request = true   

(3.2.0, 3.2.1) in (EButton)call: 
requestLiftTo(No) pre: No≥0 & No≤4 c-class2 

c-class3, c-class4, 
c-class5 
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continuous tab. 3 

(i, j) evi 
conditions and 

constraints /pre /post 

(3.2.1, 3.2.2) out (Door)call: 
close()  c-class3,  

c-class4, c-class5

c-class3, c-class4, 
c-class5 

(3.2.2, 3.2.3) in (Door)ret: 
close:closed  c-class5 c-class5 

(3.2.3, 3.3.0) - EC.No≠EC.floorNo   

(3.3.0, 3.3.1) out-in (EC)call: 
move()  c-class4, c-class5 c-class4, c-class5 

(3.3.1, 3.3.2) out (Engine)call: 
startup() EC.No>EC.FloorNo c-class5 c-class5 

(3.3.2, 3.3.3) in (Engine)ret: 
start:started  c-class5 c-class5 

(3.3.3, 3.3.5) 
out 

(SensorLabel)call: 
readFloor() 

 c-class5 c-class5 

(3.3.5, 3.3.6) in (SensorLabel)ret: 
readFloor:floorNo  c-class5 

c-class3, c-class4, 
c-class5 

(3.3.6, 3.3.7) 
out 

(SensorLabel)call: 
readFloor() 

EC.No≠EC.floorNo c-class4, c-class5 c-class4, c-class5 

(3.3.7, 3.3.8) in (SensorLabel)ret: 
readFloor:floorNo  c-class4, c-class5

c-class3,  
c-class4, c-class3 

(3.3.8, 3.3.9) out (Engine)call: 
stop() !(EC.No≠EC.floorNo) c-class3 c-class3 

(3.3.9, 
3.3.10) 

in (Engine)ret: 
stop:stoped  c-class3 c-class3 

(3.3.10, 
3.3.11) 

out–in (EC)ret: 
move:true  c-class3 c-class3 

(3.3.11, 
3.2.3’) – EC.No=EC.floorNo   

(3.2.3’, 3.2.4) out (Door)call: 
open()  c-class3 c-class3 

(3.2.9, 
3.2.10) 

out (EButton)ret: 
requestLiftTo: 

out-assign: EC.No = u 
& EC.request = false c-class3 c-class1 

  EC.No = u & 
EC.request = false   

 
The information supporting selection that is incorporated into the selection procedure 

makes it possible to limit the number of possible equivalence classes for each event. 
However, the procedure may failed to narrow their number up to one c-class/pre, one  
d-class and one c-class/post for each event. Thus, it may be necessary to make the final 
refinement manually (as shown for events in(SensorLabel)ret:readFloor:floorNo and 
out(SensorLabel)call:readFloor() from Table 3). 
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5.3. Selection of test data 

To complete the transformation of test paths into test scenarios the events of the test 
paths have to be supplemented with appropriate test data. Test data are real values assigned 
to attributes of objects and parameters of events. The values, selected for each event, should 
be representative for their corresponding equivalence classes and ensure executability of the 
generated test scenario.  

The procedure adding test data to events of test paths is very similar to the one used for 
assigning equivalence classes. It also requires the transformed test paths be traversed, and 
also uses information provided by class diagram and test paths (default and explicit 
assignments, different conditions, preceding test data). The procedure additionally uses the 
equivalence classes assigned in the previous step to limit the number of possible test data 
for each event.  

Table 4 gives test scenario 1TS3 for object O3. It shows events, configurations and input 
and output data that have been selected for events of 1TP3.  

T a b l e  4 
Test scenario 1TS3 for object Oj  

evi pre-confi 
input/output 

data post-confi 

in (FButton)call: requestLiftAt(No) (u,0,false) (0) (0,0,true) 
out (ELight)call: switchON() (0,0,true) – (0,0,true) 
in (ELight)ret: switchON:status:ON (0,0,true) (ON) (0,0,true) 
out (Door)call: open() (0,0,true) - (0,0,true) 
In (Door)ret: open:status:opened (0,0,true) (opened) (0,0,true) 
out (FButton)ret: requestLiftAt: (0,0,true) - (u,0,true) 
in (EButton)call: requestLiftTo(No) (u,0,true) (2) (2,0,true) 

… 
Out (SensorLabel)call: readFloor() (2,0,true) – (2,0,true) 
in (SensorLabel)ret: readFloor:floorNo (2,0,true) (1) (2,1,true) 
Out (SensorLabel)call: readFloor() (2,1,true) – (2,1,true) 
in (SensorLabel)ret: readFloor:floorNo (2,1,true) (2) (2,2,true) 
out (Engine)call: stop() (2,2,true) – (2,2,true) 
in (Engine)ret: stop:status:stoped (2,2,true) (stoped) (2,2,true) 
Out–in (EC)ret: move:-:true (2,2,true) (true) (2,2,true) 
out (Door)call: open() (2,2,true) – (2,2,true) 

… 
out (EButton)ret: requestLiftTo: (2,2,true) – (u,2,false) 

– in out-in (EC)ret: move:–:true denotes lack of named returned parameter 
 
The test data for each event of a test path being transformed into a test scenario are first 

restricted by the equivalence classes assigned to the events. Then the other information is 
taken into consideration. They are used basically in the same way as they were during 
assignment of the equivalence classes. For example, default and in-assignment were 
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checked when post-conf1 (0,0,true) for event in(FButton)call:requestLiftAt(No) was 
selected.  

In most cases configurations and output data can be selected automatically. For 
example, the post-conf of the event in(SensorLabel)ret: readFloor:floorNo passing value 1 
is set to (2,1,true), because the value should be assigned to the attribute floorNo (basing on 
default assignment for floorNo) and values of the remaining two attributes should not 
change (basing on the lack of out-assignment for readFloor() and on preceding 
configuration). Input data usually need to be inserted by a test designer, unless it is 
uniquely determined by its equivalence class or explicitly given by an event. For example, 
the event in (Engine)ret:stop:status:stoped provides explicitly the value stopped for its 
parameter status, but a value passes to the object by in (SensorLabel)ret: 
readFloor:floorNo must be given by a test designer. Hence, also the selection of test data is 
a semi-automatic process.  

6. Conclusions 

For validation it is essential to provide test scenarios that may be applied early at the 
development of a system and be used systematically during the whole development 
process. To achive this goal it is necessary to use high level description of the system, such 
as UML models. The concept of using UML is not new. Our method shares with [6] or [26] 
the idea of merging information extracted from use case diagram and sequence diagrams to 
get a view of the whole behavior of a system. However, in contrast to the methods, our 
approach focuses on individual objects executing different system functionalites as well as 
on interaction of the objects. It gives us the opportunity to generate separate sets of test 
scenarios for each of the objects, but without losing the possibility to validate both: 
behavior of the objects and their cooperation.  

Most steps of the method are automated. However, certain assistance of a test designer 
is needed, especially during the transformation of test paths into test scenarios. The 
involvement of a test designer could be here reduced, when detailed information about how 
objects process data were provided.  

An important advantage of the method is an application of systematic procedures 
aiming at reducing the size of generated sets of test scenarios. So far this problem was 
mention by only a few researchers [1, 6, 20] but their approaches were dedicated mostly to 
testing not to validation of a system. Moreover, the reductions were limited to rejecting 
redundant tests after finishing their generation [1, 20] or to stopping random generation of 
tests when assumed coverage for some criterion was achieved [6]. In our method various 
reduction procedures are applied throughout the whole generation process. The majority of 
the reductions are performed during generation of test paths (see [25]). However, the 
application of equivalence partitioning and selection of test data representing the 
equivalence classes causes that only one test scenario for each test path is generated. Such 
test scenario is enough to validate the behavior of the system related with the test path. 

The method aims at providing means to validate all behaviors of a system, without 
repetition. In our future work we are going to implement the method and get some 
experimental results regarding its accuracy and efficiency.  
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